
Guarantee OUR (G’OUR) – Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What is Foreign Telegraphic Transfer (FTT)? 

A: Foreign Telegraphic Transfer (FTT) is a computerized channel for sending telegraphic transfers 

(TT) to specific financial institution for further reimbursement to a non-financial beneficiary via 

predetermined agent / correspondence using the SWIFT format. 

 

What is Guarantee OUR (G’OUR)? 

A: Guaranteed OUR (G’OUR) is a guaranteed or fixed rate of agent charges imposed by 

Reimbursement Bank on FTT in USD or EUR currency on top of the FTT service fee. It is a new 

service which guarantees that the beneficiary will receive the exact amount. All charges will be 

made known to the Sender upfront. 

 

Where can Sender perform G’OUR? 

A: This service is available at any Maybank branches. 

 

What are the charges for G’OUR? 

A: FTT Over the Counter Service Fee is RM30.00. Nostro Agent Charges for USD is USD30.00 & 

EURO is EUR35.00 

 

Who can use the G’OUR? 

A: This service is available for individuals and business entities sending to individuals or business 

entities. 

 

What are the currencies available for the G’OUR option? 

A: Currently it is available for United State Dollar (USD) and Euro (EUR). 

      

What is the benefits of using G’OUR? 

A:  

1. Beneficiary will receive amount in full with no hidden charges. 

2. Send to over more than 100 countries. 

3. Straight-through processing via SWIFT.  

4. Service is available at any Maybank branches and Maybank Money Exchange (Forex Booths). 

 

Who are the customers that can use G’OUR for FTT? 

A: Those who want their beneficiary to receive the amount in FULL. Examples: 

1. Pay supplier for goods/services 

2. Pay education Fees 

3. Pay for overseas mortgage 

4. Transfer for overseas investment 

5. Send money to friends and family for special occasions 

 

What is the daily transaction limit for G’OUR? 

A: There is NO daily limit for sender. 

   

What is the total cost structure applied to Sender when G’OUR is opt for FTT via over-the-

counter? 

A: Sender is required to pay the below fees upfront at Maybank branches: 

1. FTT OTC Service Fee: RM30  

2. Nostro Agent Charges : USD30 for USD  or   EUR35 for EURO  

 

Are there any fees Beneficiary needs to absorb? 

A: No fees apply to Beneficiary. Amount credited into Beneficiary’s account will be in FULL. 

 



Can Sender perform FTT using G’OUR on Saturday, Sunday and Public Holiday? 

A: NO. Sender cannot perform FTT transaction using G’OUR during Saturday, Sunday and Public 

Holiday. FTT transaction using G’OUR is only available from Monday to Friday at any Maybank 

branches. 

 

Can Sender perform FTT using G’OUR to any countries worldwide? 

A: Sender can ONLY opt for the G’OUR option in countries that accept USD or EUR currency. 

 

How long does it take for the funds to be credited into the Beneficiary’s account? 

A: Funds will be credited within 1-3 working days. 

 

How do Sender perform FTT with G’OUR option? 

A: 

1) Bring identification documents (eg: Valid Passport/ Identification Card) and complete the 

remittance form.  

2) Sender needs Beneficiary's full legal name, the bank name and bank account number.  

3) Select “OUR” under field name ‘Fund Transfer Charge’ at the bottom. 

 
4) Submit the remittance form to Teller. 

 

Can Sender select G’OUR option when performing FTT transaction via Maybank2u? 

A: No. FTT with G’OUR option can only be performed at Maybank Branches from Monday to Friday. 

 

Can Sender select G’OUR option when performing FTT transaction at Maybank Forex Booths? 

A: No. FTT with G’OUR option can only be performed at Maybank Branches from Monday to Friday. 


